The rapid accumulation of genetic information and advancement of experimental techniques have opened a new frontier in biomedical engineering. With the availability of well-characterized components from natural gene networks, the stage has been set for the engineering of artificial gene regulatory networks with sophisticated computational and functional capabilities. In these efforts, the ability to construct, analyze, and interpret qualitative and quantitative models is becoming increasingly important. In this review, we consider the current state of gene network engineering from a combined experimental and modeling perspective. We discuss how networks with increased complexity are being constructed from simple modular components and how quantitative deterministic and stochastic modeling of these modules may provide the foundation for accurate in silico representations of gene regulatory network function in vivo.
INTRODUCTION
Cells are complex processors of information, able to integrate and respond to multiple signals in a robust manner. The mechanisms by which cells are able to achieve this in a constantly fluctuating intra-and extracellular environment are remarkable and many. Current research is heavily focused on dissecting the 180 KAERN BLAKE COLLINS regulatory circuitry of the cell, and some have proposed a modular approach to such study (1, 2) . The high degree of complexity involved in cellular response can be simplified by considering large-scale genetic networks as composed of subsets of simpler components, or modules (3, 4) , that are interconnected through input and output signals, analogous to electrical circuits (5, 6) . Interestingly, the parallels between electrical and genetic circuit engineering extend beyond the descriptive level. In the same way that electrical engineers construct circuits, genetic network engineers make use of the biological equivalents of inverters and transistors to manipulate living organisms by connecting these modules into gene regulatory networks that can control cellular function.
In this review, we discuss how artificial gene networks can be constructed from well-characterized natural components. Over the past few years, simple genetic inverters and transistors have been combined into circuits that have memory (7) (8) (9) , logic gate functionality (10, 11) , and oscillatory dynamics (12) . In the years to come, it can be anticipated that artificial gene networks will become more sophisticated, allowing the precise and multifaceted control of cellular function. As the number of interconnected modules in a network increases, the tools to interpret and analyze their function will become increasingly important [see, e.g., (13) ]. Here, we discuss several methods currently being used in qualitative and quantitative modeling of gene networks. Rather than discussing how mathematics is used to describe gene regulatory systems in general [for recent reviews, see (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) ], we focus on the development of accurate mathematical representations of individual genetic modules and review the modeling tools required for this purpose. We propose a combined experimental and theoretical approach to the construction of novel gene networks where well-characterized modules are quantitatively described and rationally assembled into more complex circuits based on the predictions of quantitative models.
NATURAL MODULES: COMPONENT PARTS
Natural gene networks can be described as circuits of interconnected functional modules, each consisting of specialized interactions between proteins, DNA, RNA, and small molecules. In this review, we define a module as the simplest element of a gene regulatory network, consisting of a promoter, the gene(s) expressed from that promoter, and the regulatory proteins (and their cognate DNA binding sites) that affect the expression of that gene. We address these modules as logic elements (19) , where the output is the level of gene expression (measured by the amount of mRNA or protein produced) and the inputs are factors (e.g., regulatory proteins and small molecules) that can affect the expression of the given gene.
Generally, a promoter describes the region of DNA to which the RNA polymerase binds prior to the transcription of downstream gene(s). Specific sequences of DNA within or near promoter elements serve as binding sites for transfactors, which can either increase (activators) or decrease (repressors) the probability that the gene is transcribed into mRNA. Transactivators commonly act to enhance the initiation of transcription through, for example, recruitment of RNA polymerase to the promoter, whereas many transrepressors act to interfere with transcriptional initiation [for a recent review, see (20) ]. Below, we discuss three natural modules and their component parts that are widely used in the engineering of artificial gene regulatory networks.
In prokaryotic cells, multiple genes involved in a specific biological process (e.g., metabolism of a certain carbon source) are coordinately expressed from a single promoter in a natural genetic logic module called an operon. The lac operon in Escherichia coli, which is one of the best characterized systems of prokaryotic gene regulation (21) (22) (23) , is composed of three genes (lacZ, lacY, and lacA) involved in the metabolism and uptake of the disaccharide lactose. The output level of these genes is controlled by binding of the Lac repressor (LacI) to the lac operator site (lacO) within the lac operon promoter, P lac . In the absence of lactose, expression from P lac is inhibited by the binding of LacI to lacO, which efficiently represses expression of the lac operon by interfering with the binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter region [for details, see, e.g., (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) ]. Lactose (more specifically, allolactose), or the chemical analog isopropylthio-βgalactoside (IPTG), decreases the affinity of the repressor for its operator site and induces expression of the lacZYA genes. Notably, one of the induced genes, lacY, codes for a constituent of the membrane-bound system transporting lactose into the cell, making the lac operon a classic example of a genetic switch relying on autocatalytic feedback (27) . In addition, the P lac promoter can be viewed as the biological equivalent of an inverter because increased activity of LacI (the input) causes a decrease in expression from P lac (the output). It may also be viewed as a transistor because the expression is effectively modulated by inducer (the input) when lacI is constitutively expressed. Components from well-characterized natural gene networks, such as the lac operon, are ideal candidates for artificial gene network construction.
A second bacterial repressor-operator system in broad use for constructing artificial gene networks is the Tet system derived from the transposon Tn10 [for a comprehensive review of this system, see (28) ]. The Tet system confers bacterial resistance to tetracycline antibiotics, which interfere with protein synthesis on ribosomes. Two genes, tetR and tetA, modulate tetracycline resistance in a manner similar to the functioning of the lac operon. Specifically, in the absence of tetracycline (Tc), the Tet repressor (TetR) binds to tet operator sites within the promoter controlling the expression of tetA, an antiporter, which effectively drives the efflux of Tc from the cell (29) . Binding of Tc to TetR decreases the affinity of the repressor to tetO, causing upregulation of tetA expression and subsequent removal of Tc from the cell. The interactions between TetR, tetO, and inducer have been extensively studied [e.g., see (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) ], and these components are used ubiquitously in the engineering of gene regulatory networks.
A third natural module involves a regulatory protein, the λ repressor, which acts to both negatively and positively regulate gene expression. The λ repressor is part of a natural genetic switch that controls the lysis/lysogeny decision of bacteriophage λ after infection of a bacterial cell (35) . This process has been studied in detail at the molecular level (36) , and here we describe only the components used in the engineering of artificial gene networks. The λ repressor is produced from the cI gene expressed from the P RM promoter. Its production is autoregulated due to feedback binding of the λ repressor to three operators, denoted OR1, OR2, and OR3. Binding of the λ repressor to OR1 does not directly affect expression from P RM but increases the binding affinity of λ repressor to OR2. Subsequent binding of λ repressor to OR2 activates expression from P RM . When the concentration of λ repressor is increased further, it binds to OR3, which causes the downregulation of expression from P RM . The λ repressor also modulates expression from the P R promoter, which partially overlaps with P RM , and represses expression from a third promoter denoted P L .
MODULE ENGINEERING: ARTIFICIAL GENE NETWORKS

Simple Networks
We have introduced modularity in terms of simple logic units involving a single promoter and the downstream gene(s), where regulatory protein and inducer inputs affect the level of protein output(s). In fact, regulatory proteins (37) and their binding sites are also modular in that different domains from different proteins can be combined to yield hybrid proteins of novel function [e.g., see (38) ]. Similarly, the binding sites of activators and repressors can be inserted into promoter elements to allow for novel transcriptional control of gene expression from hybrid promoters.
An inducible switch, as illustrated in Figure 1a , is a simple engineered gene network that essentially mimics the natural bacterial operon. In general, this switch is constructed by "addressing" a repressor protein to an otherwise constitutive promoter by insertion of the repressor's DNA binding site (or operator) at an appropriate position within or near the promoter sequence. In the presence of the repressor protein (R), the switch is in the OFF position, and expression of the downstream gene is inhibited. By adding inducer (I), the switch is moved to the ON position and expression of the downstream gene is activated. Expression from the promoter is thus amplified when the amount of inducer increases. As described above for the P lac module, the inducible switch acts as a logic gate and can be represented by the circuit diagram and boolean logic shown in Figure 1b .
Two commonly used inducible switches were constructed in E. coli (39) by inserting tandem operators for TetR or LacI into a modified P L promoter to make the hybrid promoters P LtetO−1 and P LlacO−1 , respectively. Expression from these hybrid promoters is tightly repressed by TetR or LacI and can be modulated over a broad dynamic range by tuning the amounts of the inducer Tc (or the nontoxic chemical analog, anhydrotetracycline, ATc) or IPTG. A third promoter, designated P lac/ara−1 , developed by the same group (39) , contains the binding site for the activating transfactor synthesized from the araC gene, as well as the lac operator. This module has four inputs, the proteins LacI and AraC and their respective inducers IPTG and arabinose, and is a demonstration of how individual modules can be engineered to accept multiple inputs.
The importance of the modular components described above is exemplified by their use in networks that can function in cells of higher complexity. Specifically, prokaryotic components, such as repressors and their operator sites, can be transplanted into eukaryotic cells without loss of function or binding specificity (38, 40, 41 ). An additional advantage of using prokaryotic elements in eukaryotic cells is the avoidance of unwanted interference with the expression of nontargeted genes (pleiotropic effects) (41, 42) . Inducible switch systems based on the Tet or Lac repressor have been developed in a large number of organisms [e.g., see (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) ], setting the stage for the construction of more complex gene networks in a broad range of biological systems.
In contrast to most prokaryotic genes, eukaryotic genes are generally in a silenced state (59) due to the organization of genetic material in tightly packaged structures called chromatin. Therefore, it is common for many eukaryotic genes to require some mechanism of activation before they can be expressed (60) . An elegant demonstration of the versatility of genetic module engineering is the construction of novel transfactor proteins that can activate gene expression in mammalian cells (53, 54) . In these studies, novel transactivators were constructed by fusing the DNA binding domain of the Tet repressor to the transactivation domain of the protein VP16 from the Herpes simplex virus. Insertion of seven copies of the tet operator (7 × tetO) upstream of the P CMV promoter region allowed tight control of downstream gene expression. Two variants that have differential responses to inducer were developed. In the TetOFF system, illustrated in Figure 2a , the tetracycline-dependent transactivator (tTA) binds to the tet operators in the absence of Tc, activating transcription from the promoter. Conversely, in the TetON Successful construction of a variety of artificial networks requires that the number of characterized components is increased beyond those described above. To this end, researchers have developed alternative systems based on other repressoroperator combinations. For example, repressible (PipOFF) and inducible (PipON) systems were developed (61) based on the Pip (pristinamycin-induced protein) repressor of Streptomyces coelicolor for the control of gene expression in mammalian cells. Additionally, similar repressible (E OFF ) and inducible (E ON ) systems (62) were recently developed for controlling mammalian gene expression based on the repressor-operator system of the E. coli erythromycin-resistance regulon. Numerous research groups have constructed and implemented various other gene expression systems, including a light-switchable gene system (63) , and the literature is far too extensive to be covered here. We refer the interested reader to a comprehensive review on artificial mammalian gene networks (64).
Complex Networks
The tetR, lacI, and cI modules described in Section 3.1 have been used to construct a variety of complex gene networks in E. coli. The bacterial toggle switch (7) and the bacterial ring oscillator, or repressilator (12) , illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b , respectively, were constructed by connecting the inputs and outputs of the tetR, lacI, and cI repressible modules discussed above. As illustrated in Figure 3a , the toggle switch is composed of two co-repressive genes, rep1 and rep2, producing a system with two states (Rep1 ON/Rep2 OFF and Rep1 OFF/Rep2 ON). It was implemented in two versions using either LacI and TetR (designated pIKE) or LacI and the λ repressor (designated pTAK). The cI gene used in the pTAK system was a mutant version termed cI857, which produces a λ repressor protein that is inactivated at elevated temperatures (65) . Transient pulses of IPTG or ATc (pIKE system), or of IPTG or high temperature (pTAK system), cause robust switching between states. The state of the pTAK toggle switch, as well as two other independently developed LacI/λ repressor-based switches (8, 9) , has shown stable transfer over successive generations, and the toggle constitutes a system that allows nongenetic inheritable (epigenetic) information and retains memory of, and properties determined by, events in the ancestry of the cell.
The bacterial ring oscillator was constructed by connecting three repressible modules in series (12) . The Tet repressor was expressed from the P LlacO−1 promoter, the Lac repressor from P R , and the λ repressor from the P LtetO−1 promoter, thus constituting a closed ring with negative feedback to the previous module as illustrated in Figure 3b . The system showed a sinusoidal oscillation with a period of approximately 2.5 h. An oscillator with a tunable period and amplitude would be extremely useful to probe and characterize gene circuits in a manner similar to the way in which signal generators are used for system identification and transfer function characterization in electrical engineering. Unfortunately, the ring oscillator construct behaves somewhat erratically and cells oscillate without phase coherence with a period of 160 ± 40 min in only 40% of the cells (12) . It can be speculated that these problems may be addressed by the construction of a more noise-robust relaxation oscillator (66, 67) , which, when coupled to an engineered cell-to-cell communication system (68) , can be synchronized across the population (69) .
The toggle switch and ring oscillator demonstrate how appropriately adjusted individual network modules can be connected in a rational manner to produce a desired output. An alternative approach is to connect various modules at random, thereby generating a library of all the possible network connectivities. Individual networks generated in this way can then be screened for the desired functionality and isolated for further optimization. This approach was recently taken to generate a subset of the 125 possible networks that can be constructed with the lacI, tetR, and cI genes and five different promoters responding in various ways to each repressor protein (10) . In addition to the P LlacO−1 , P LtetO−1 , and P R promoters used to construct the ring oscillator, the study employed the λ repressor-activated P RM promoter and an additional LacI-repressed promoter. The networks were constructed by first generating the 15 possible promoter/gene combinations and then randomly connecting these DNA fragments in such a way that each network contained one copy of the lacI, tetR, or cI genes. The randomly generated networks were transformed into E. coli and their responses to ATc and IPTG were determined. This screen revealed the logic gate phenotypes NOR, NOT IF, and NAND. Cells with a variety of responses were isolated, and sequencing of their DNA content revealed 13 different network topologies that included autoregulatory circuits, regulatory cascades with and without feedback, as well as a number of toggle switches.
Connecting simple modules at random (10) is an elegant demonstration of the combinatorial diversity in gene networks and complements the more rational approach of connecting specific modules for a desired outcome. In general, it can be expected that the kinetic properties of individual modules must be appropriately adjusted to obtain a specific network function. Rather than using intuition and trial-and-error-based approaches once the network has been assembled, it may be beneficial to rationally manipulate individual modules before connecting them together. Although such standardized characterization of gene network modules is time-consuming, it will provide the necessary information for the systematic improvement of network modules and for the model-assisted design of complex gene networks.
The characterization of a network module requires careful measurement of the relationship between the module inputs and output. A genetic cascading circuit for the standardized characterization of network modules is illustrated in Figure 4a . It allows indirect measurement of inputs (primarily transfactors), which are difficult to measure directly. Outputs can be measured directly using a reporter gene, such as green fluorescent protein (GFP). The cascading expression system in Figure 4a was used in E. coli (11) to characterize a logic module comprising a repressor Rep2 (LacI or λ repressor) and a promoter, P2, containing binding sites for Rep2 (lacO or operators for the λ repressor). In this circuit, the transfactor input signal is controlled from an inducible switch comprising the constitutively expressed repressor, Rep1, and the promoter P1. The level of expression of rep2 can therefore be set by the addition of inducer 1. The input signal (the amount of the Rep2 protein) is measured indirectly by coexpressing the cyan fluorescent reporter (CFP) from promoter P1, whereas the output of the Rep2/P2 module is measured by expressing the yellow fluorescent reporter (YFP) from the P2 promoter. The direct measurement of the input/output relationship allows immediate access to critical information regarding the function of the module, such as basal expression level, dynamic range, response coefficients, control strength, and effective Hill coefficients. Knowledge of such parameters is essential for the success of network design guided by quantitative description of individual network modules, as is discussed in Section 4.3. Once implemented, standardized module characterization will also allow a more rapid procedure for adjusting the kinetic properties of individual network modules and offer a simple way to systematically test how genetic manipulations affect the properties of a given module.
A cascading circuit somewhat similar to the bacterial version illustrated in Figure 4a has been constructed and implemented in mammalian cells (70) . Although this system would be ideal for module characterization, it was constructed with the purpose of tightly controlling gene expression. As illustrated in Figure 4b , the network is based on two of the simpler modules described in Section 3.1: the tTA module and the Lac repressor module. Constitutive expression of tTA activates transcription from the tetO-containing P * CMV promoter. LacI, expressed from P * CMV , binds to lac operator sites within the modified P * RSV promoter, thereby downregulating the expression of the CAT (Cm acetyltransferease) reporter. The level of cat gene expression, or of any other gene inserted at this location, is thus subject to multifaceted control. Addition of Tc lowers the amount of LacI, and expression from the lacO-containing P * RSV promoter can be further attenuated with IPTG. This cascading circuit is an important proof-of-principle demonstration that complex regulatory gene networks allowing multifaceted control can indeed be engineered into higher organisms.
MODELING ENGINEERED GENE NETWORKS
As the complexity of engineered networks increases, the ability to predict their behavior will become increasingly important. In this section, we discuss a number of complementary approaches that can be used to model gene networks. Rather than focusing on the general approaches, we consider only the mathematical descriptions of individual network modules that we think have the greatest potential for the engineering of complex gene circuits. The goal is to use such descriptions to accurately predict the properties and the function of modules connected into networks, and to make in silico suggestions for optimal design strategies prior to implementation in vivo.
In Section 4.1, we discuss phenomenological and mass action kinetic models that are based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs). When applied to simple circuits, models of this type are used to approximate the average level of gene expression within populations of genetically identical cells, or the average level of gene expression within single cells measured over a long time period. For more complex circuits, phenomenological and mass action kinetic models can be used to predict the dynamics of a network and to explore how modules should be connected or modified to achieve a desired network functionality. These types of models offer simplicity in analysis and interpretation at the expense of capturing behavior of individual cells and the resulting heterogeneity within a population of cells.
Population heterogeneity arises, in part, from stochasticity in gene expression, or gene expression noise. In Section 4.2, we consider simple models of gene expression that take into consideration the inherent stochastic nature of chemical reactions. The traditional mass action kinetics, discussed in Section 4.1, was developed for "test tube" chemical systems, and its applicability requires that a number of conditions are fulfilled [see, e.g., (71) ]. The approach does not address the effects of "quantum biochemistry" (72) arising from reactions that involve molecules, such as promoter elements and operator sites, that are present in very few copies within a cell. The effects of the probabilistic nature of individual reaction events become more pronounced as the number of molecules decreases, and the deviation from deterministic behavior may be an important factor affecting the properties of individual cells. Of particular interest in the present engineering context is the use of relatively simple stochastic models to deduce how gene expression noise can be manipulated experimentally to improve network function by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio within cell populations.
In Section 4.3, we discuss an approach that combines stochastic, deterministic, phenomenological, and mass action-based modeling. When combined with data obtained from experimental module characterization and reaction mechanisms determined by more traditional means, this approach can provide an accurate description of how individual network modules function within individual cells. We think that such an approach can be used to construct accurate mathematical descriptions of individual network module function, which, in turn, will enable model-based, rational engineering of complex gene networks.
Deterministic Models
Most current models of gene networks are formulated in terms of deterministic ODEs and rely on traditional mass action kinetics or on phenomenological representations of reaction mechanisms. The construction of the bacterial toggle switch (7) is an excellent example of how a purely phenomenological deterministic model can be used to assist the construction of engineered gene networks. The model is based on simple descriptions of inducible switches, such as the Tet and Lac switches described in Section 3.1, and assumes that the dependence between the rate (ν) of expression from the switch module and the amounts of repressor (R) and inducer (I) is given by
where R a is the number of active repressor molecules, K m and K I are equilibrium constants, and ν max is the maximal rate of expression (obtained in the absence of repressor, or at full induction). The coefficients γ and µ determine how the rate of expression and repressor activity are attenuated in the presence of repressor and inducer, respectively. The toggle model presented in Reference 7 is a combination of two inducible switch models and describes the evolution of the concentrations of two repressor proteins, denoted by u for LacI and v for the λ repressor (the pTAK toggle), in terms of simple ODEs derived directly from Equation 1:
Note that some of the parameters from Equation 1 have been eliminated by rescaling protein concentrations and time into dimensionless forms. A similar model was constructed for the pIKE toggle. In the model of the pTAK toggle, the Lac repressor protein is synthesized at a rate that depends on the concentration of the λ repressor protein, whereas the λ repressor is synthesized at a rate that depends on concentration of LacI and on the second input to the inducible Lac switch, IPTG. The values of the relative maximal expression rates α 1 and α 2 are proportional to ν max in Equation 1, and the coefficients β, γ , and µ determine the cooperativity of repressor-operator and repressor-inducer binding. The identical decay terms for the two proteins arise due to cell growth, which introduces a constant dilution of material within the cell. A similar phenomenological model was used in the construction of the ring oscillator (12) .
Analysis of the toggle model gave valuable insights into rational design principles that were used to guide the experimental implementation of a working toggle switch. In particular, the model predicts that bistability is favored by high cooperativity (nonlinearity) of repressor binding (i.e., high values of β and γ ) and comparable maximum expression rates α 1 and α 2 . Figure 5a illustrates the approximate location of various pTAK and pIKE constructs in the α 1 , α 2 parameter plane. It also shows how modulation of α 1 can change the pIKE system from monostability (pIKE105) to bistability (pIKE107) and shift the pTAK system deeper into the bistable regime. While the toggle model lacks molecular detail and contains only a few adjustable parameters, it can nevertheless be fitted to experimental data. Figure 5b shows a model fit to the average population response, measured in terms of GFP fluorescence, to IPTG induction for both a bistable toggle construct (pTAK117) and an inducible Lac switch construct (pTAK102) obtained by eliminating the cI gene. While the model shows a good fit to the average population response, it cannot, by definition, capture the relatively wide range of responses of individual cells evident from the broad population distributions. The population distributions in Figure 5c were observed at different levels of IPTG. While the low and high expression states were indeed stable, the expression within individual cells may be significantly different from the average population expression level. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5c , plot 2, a bimodal, double-peaked population distribution was observed at an intermediate level of IPTG. The bimodal distribution arises because, at the time of the measurement, some cells were in the low state and others in the high state. This differential response of individual cells cannot be captured by the deterministic model. The deterministic model used to guide the construction of the toggle switch is an example of a top-down, phenomenological approach to the modeling of gene regulatory networks. Another approach is to build on the known molecular details using standard mass action kinetics. This approach is useful to explore what genetic modules are required and how they should be connected in order to achieve a network with desired properties. A number of networks based on the λ repressor control circuit have been explored theoretically using deterministic equations derived from mass action kinetics (17, 69, 73, 74) . For example, mass action kinetics and the separation of timescales (the pseudo-steady-state approximation) can be employed to describe the λ repressor autoregulatory network,
Figure 6
Model of λ repressor autoregulatory circuit. (a) Binding kinetics of λ repressor and definitions of promoter states. λ repressor monomers X combine into dimers X 2 . The sequential binding of λ repressor to the OR1, OR2, and OR3 operators gives rise to three promoter states, D 1 , D 2 , and D 3 . The equilibrium constants for these reactions are K 1 , K 2 , and σ 1 K 2 , σ 2 K 2 , respectively. Expression is low (rate k t ) from the promoter with no repressor bound (not shown) and the D 1 state and increased by a factor α from the D 2 state. Expression is absent from the illustrated schematically in Figure 6a , by a single ODE. In this model, dimerization of the temperature-sensitive λ repressor (denoted X) and the binding of λ repressor dimers (denoted X 2 ) to the operators OR1, OR2, and OR3 follow reversible binding kinetics with equilibrium constants K 1 , K 2 , and σ 1 K 2 , σ 2 K 2 , respectively. λ repressor dimers bind sequentially to the three operator sites, giving rise to three promoter states, denoted D 1 , D 2 , and D 3 in Figure 6 , in addition to the unoccupied promoter. Because the association reactions follow second-order mass action kinetics, their rates depend on the cell volume, but this is often ignored because the growth and division of bacteria are quite complex [e.g., see (75) (76) (77) (78) ]. The volume dependence can often, but not always, be eliminated by using protein concentration (rather than the number of protein molecules) as the dynamic variable. When cells are assumed to obey an exponential growth law, the effect of volume increase is the emergence of a constant decay term in the ODE describing the time-evolution of protein concentration as in the previously described toggle switch model.
The plot in Figure 6b illustrates one of the model predictions (79) . The rate γ of λ repressor decay (inactivation), which can be adjusted by temperature modulation, determines whether the system is in a state of high or low expression from the P RM promoter. Low values of γ (low temperature) should result in a single high state, whereas high values of γ (high temperature) should result in a single low state. At intermediate values, the system can be in either a low or a high expression state, which suggests the existence of a hysteresis loop at intermediate rates of λ repressor decay. When γ is increased from a low initial value, the model predicts that a population of cells will remain in the high state until γ increases beyond a value of roughly 4000. When γ is decreased from a high initial value, the model predicts that a population will remain in the low state until γ decreases below a value of roughly 3000.
Coexistence of high and low expression states was indeed observed when the network was implemented experimentally (79) . The experiments were conducted in E. coli by inserting the P RM promoter, controlling the expression of the cI857 and gfp genes, into a high copy number plasmid. Figure 6c shows the population distributions of fluorescence obtained at four different temperatures. At 38 • C, the distribution was broad and had a single peak at high fluorescence, corresponding to a high expression state. Two peaks were observed in the population distributions at 39 • C and 40 • C. These peaks correspond to cells that are in states of high and low expression. Finally, at 41 • C, the distribution had a single peak at a relatively low fluorescence corresponding to a low expression state. A control experiment that used the wild-type (natural) cI gene did not show bimodality at otherwise identical conditions. Hence, as predicted by the model, there is a single high state when γ is low, a single low state when γ is high, and an intermediate range of γ where cells can be in either a high or a low expression state. However, hysteresis could not be observed experimentally. As discussed in more detail in Section 4.3, this is likely the result of high stochasticity in expression from the P RM promoter.
Stochasticity in Gene Expression
The response of individuals within a population of genetically identical cells may be significantly different from the average population response [e.g., see (27, (80) (81) (82) (83) (84) (85) (86) ]. The amount of protein present within single cells may vary widely across a population of identical cells in a homogeneous environment, as first measured after induction of the lac operon in E. coli (27, 84) . While the contribution to cell individuality and population heterogeneity from probabilistic fluctuations in a small number of molecules has been discussed for many years [see, e.g., (27, 84, (87) (88) (89) ], it was only recently that the origin of stochasticity, or noise, in gene expression was investigated using a methodology that directly couples theory and experiments (79, 80, 90, 91) . These studies not only demonstrated how gene expression noise can be manipulated experimentally but also showed how relatively simple stochastic models can capture the individuality of single cells. By their very nature, deterministic models can, at best, be used to predict (bottom-up approach) or to capture (top-down approach) the average behavior of a cell population or the time-averaged behavior of single cells, as discussed for both the toggle switch and the λ repressor autoregulation system in the previous section.
It is challenging to construct robust gene circuits when the individual logic modules produce broad output distributions with low signal-to-noise ratios. Therefore, from an engineering point of view, it is important to identify the "knobs" and "handles" that can be used to optimize network function, usually by minimizing the heterogeneity of the population response to an input signal. The level of heterogeneity depends on the mechanisms and kinetics of the individual logic modules as well as the architecture of the network. For instance, negative feedback has been shown to decrease noise (90, 92) , whereas positive feedback is generally known to increase noise (93, 94) . We are interested in constructing networks with all types of connectivity, and we focus therefore on the modulation of noise in isolated logic modules, i.e., in the transcription and translation of a single gene. Stochastic models have been used to study the effects of noise in more complex genetic networks (6, 36, (95) (96) (97) (98) (99) (100) (101) (102) (103) (104) (105) (106) (107) (108) (109) and we refer the reader to these papers for more in-depth studies.
A simple model of prokaryotic transcription and translation (91, 108) is illustrated schematically in Figure 7a . It involves probabilistic production of mRNA at an average rate κ R ; probabilistic translation of individual mRNA molecules into protein at an average rate κ P ; and probabilistic decay of mRNA and protein molecules at average rates γ R and γ P , respectively. All of these processes are immensely complex and more detailed models have been investigated (16, 110, 111) . Moreover, factors such as cell division and fluctuations in the number of RNA polymerases and ribosomes (and other factors involved in gene expression) may contribute significantly to cell-cell variability in protein content (111) . These factors are difficult to manipulate without causing changes in cell function and are therefore not suitable to tune in the optimization of engineered gene regulatory networks. In contrast, the simple model illustrated in Figure 7 incorporates parameters that are available for direct experimental manipulation. Figure 7b illustrates a more detailed model of a promoter region, which involves competitive binding of RNA polymerase and a repressor. In this model, binding of RNA polymerase to the unoccupied promoter (the P state) leads to the formation of a complex (the T state) that is able to initiate transcription at an average rate k R . Binding of repressor leads to a promoter complex (the R state) that is unable to bind RNA polymerase. In addition, the model assumes that the concentrations of transcription factors and cofactors are constant, such that they can be absorbed into the pseudo-first-order rate constants for dissociation (k ib ) and association (k i f ) of RNA polymerase (i = 1) and of repressor (i = 2). Models such as those illustrated in Figures 7a and 7b can be solved either numerically (112) (113) (114) (115) or analytically using the so-called Master equation approach (101, 106, 111, (116) (117) (118) (119) .
When the timescale of RNA polymerase and repressor association/dissociation is fast relative to that of open complex formation (or to be more precise, when k ib k R for k ib < k i f ), the probability of transcription initiation is constant in time and the model in Figure 7b reduces to that in Figure 7a . In this case, the distribution of mRNA molecules within a population of cells, or measured in a single cell over a long period of time, follows a Poisson distribution with a variance σ 2 r equal to the mean r . Therefore, stochasticity in transcription contributes significantly to gene expression noise by converting a deterministic input, i.e., the average rate of transcription, into cell-cell variability in cellular mRNA content.
When the population distribution of mRNA is Poisson-distributed, it has been shown theoretically (91, 108) that the variance in protein content is approximately given by σ 2 p = p (1 + b), where b = κ P /γ R is the average number of proteins produced per mRNA transcript, which is referred to as the (protein) burst parameter. While the variance increases linearly with the rate of transcription, the ratio σ 2 P / p , a measure of noise called the Fano factor (91, 108) is independent of the mean number of proteins, p = κ P κ R /γ R γ P . Another, and more common, measure of noise is the coefficient of variation (σ 2 p / p 2 ) and the two measures are equally meaningful. It is probably difficult to obtain population distributions of mRNA and protein content that are tighter than the Poisson distribution, and a variance that is equal to the mean, σ 2 p = p , i.e., a Fano factor of unity, may be considered at the basic "unit" of noise in gene regulatory networks. The Fano factor is thus a measure of noise that directly correlates the width of the population distribution to that of a Poisson distribution with the same mean. The coefficient of variation, which gives a direct measure of the signal-to-noise ratio, is also valuable, particularly when optimizing gene network function.
The validity of the predictions relating gene expression noise to the parameters associated with transcriptional and translational efficiency was demonstrated experimentally (91) by varying the expression of GFP from an IPTG-inducible promoter inserted into the chromosome of the prokaryote Bacillus subtilis. In one set of experiments, the rate of transcription was controlled by adding varying amounts of IPTG or by mutating the promoter region. In agreement with the model, the ratio σ 2 P / p was found to be relatively independent of the transcriptional efficiency, with a slightly increased level of noise at increased rates of transcription. This slight increase may be explained by a model where each cell has a slightly different value (drawn from a normal distribution) of the parameters (M. Kaern, unpublished results). In another set of experiments, the translational efficiency was manipulated by changing the DNA sequence of the ribosome binding site and the start codon of the gfp gene. In agreement with the model, the Fano factor was found to increase linearly with translational efficiency and the effect was much more pronounced than the effect observed at increased transcriptional efficiency.
The study described above provides direct experimental evidence for a rational design principle (110) that can be used to decrease cell-cell variability in an engineered gene regulatory network. Interestingly, this work showed that genes that are transcribed at high rates but inefficiently translated are less noisy than genes that are transcribed at low rates and efficiently translated. Hence, to obtain a tighter distribution with the same mean p , the translational efficiency κ P should be decreased and transcriptional efficiency κ R increased while keeping their product κ P κ R unchanged (91) . This is illustrated in Figure 7c , which shows the evolution of the number of proteins in a single cell, as well as the steady-state population distribution (of 10 4 cells) for κ P κ R = 10, with two different values of the burst parameter. The two simulations give rise to the same average number of proteins, but the distribution is much broader in the simulation with the higher burst parameter.
Several factors that are not incorporated into the simple model in Figure 7a can affect the probability of producing a transcript and cause an increased cell-cell variability in mRNA content. Examples include slow association/dissociation of a transfactor from its binding site, referred to as operator fluctuations (101) , and fluctuations in the amount (or activity) of transfactor molecules. Operator fluctuations are likely a significant source of transcriptional noise when the transfactor binds to, or is released from, its binding site with a relatively low probability (101) . The effect of fluctuations in transfactor molecules was demonstrated in an experiment (80) designed to distinguish the contributions to overall gene expression noise from stochasticity in transcription and translation (referred to as intrinsic noise) from stochasticity in other factors (referred to as extrinsic noise). In this study, two identical LacI-repressed promoters expressing either CFP or YFP were inserted into the chromosome of E. coli, and the lacI gene was carried on a multicopy plasmid. The differences in CFP and YFP fluorescence in the same cell provided an estimate of stochasticity in the transcription and translation of the two genes (intrinsic noise), whereas differences in fluorescence of either CFP or YFP between cells gave an estimate of noise introduced by other factors, such as the amount of repressor within individual cells (extrinsic noise). An increased level of extrinsic noise (measured in this study by the coefficient of variation) was observed at intermediate levels of IPTG induction. Based on careful model analysis (111) , the effect was interpreted to arise from cell-cell variability in the number of repressor molecules (80) . One might speculate that the absence of a similar effect when the lacI gene was integrated into the chromosome (91) indicates that the increased level of extrinsic noise arises from lacI being carried on a multicopy plasmid. It is known that plasmid replication and partitioning of plasmids at cell division introduces variability in the copy number of plasmid-borne genes [for a recent discussion, see (106) ], which is likely to result in an increased cell-cell variability in protein content compared to the case where the gene is chromosomally carried.
Semiquantitative Modeling
The stochastic models discussed in the previous section are quite general and their predictions are applicable to gene expression in most prokaryotic cells and perhaps even to cells of higher organisms. It would be beneficial if quantitative models of specific genetic logic modules could be constructed. The TetR and LacI repressors are two of the best studied transcriptional regulators, and their structure and function are understood on the atomic level [see, e.g., (24-26, 31, 34) ]. This wealth of information allows, in principle, for the formulation of detailed quantitative models of the logic modules described in Section 3.1. Unfortunately, quantitative molecular-level models involve a large number of undetermined parameters, which necessitates some degree of simplification. For example, the TetR dimer is known to bind two inducer molecules, leading to (at least) three different forms of the repressor molecule. Specifically, in the P Ltet0−1 promoter, the repressor can bind to two operators, and each operator can be unoccupied, occupied by dimer with no inducer, occupied by dimer with one inducer molecule, or occupied by dimer with two inducer molecules. This gives a total of 16 different promoter states and some 80 transitions, i.e., reactions, between these states. Rate constants, usually obtained in vitro, if at all, must be assigned to each of these transitions in order to simulate the inducible Tet switch based on the known interactions between the TetR repressor, inducer, and the tet operator.
The most pragmatic way to reduce the number of parameters while relying on the known reaction mechanisms (i.e., semiquantitative modeling), is to incorporate only the most essential states and assume that the transitions between different states follow generalized mass action kinetics. This approach allows known molecular mechanisms to be modeled explicitly with additional degrees of freedom that can be used to fit experimental data. The latter is necessary not only because of insufficient data regarding the underlying reaction mechanisms but also because of the crowded and imperfectly mixed microenvironment in which the reactions take place [e.g., see (71, 94, (120) (121) (122) ]. Based on experimental and theoretical considerations regarding reaction order of elementary chemical reactions under dimensionality restricted conditions (for instance, one-dimensional diffusion of proteins along the DNA), it has been suggested (19, 23) that the integer reaction orders derived from mass action kinetics should be replaced, where appropriate, with real-valued exponents (i.e., fractal kinetics).
A semiquantitative model of the inducible Tet switch could be constructed from the model illustrated in Figure 7b and the following reaction steps: (a) constitutive expression of TetR monomers, (b) dimerization of monomers, (c) simultaneous binding of two inducer molecules to one repressor dimer, and (d) simultaneous binding of two TetR dimers to tet operators. Using generalized mass action kinetics, the elementary reaction representation of steps (c) and (d) is given by
where K I is the (effective) equilibrium constant for ATc binding to TetR dimers and k 2 f is the (effective) rate constant for the binding of TetR dimers to the operators. The reaction orders β and γ can be determined experimentally or be estimated by assuming all-or-none binding in accordance with mass action kinetics, i.e., β = 2 and γ = 2.
When the dimerization and inducer binding reactions are fast relative to protein synthesis and decay, conservation of mass (detailed balance) can be used to relate the number of active TetR dimers to the total number of TetR dimers, n tet . This number in turn determines the pseudo-first-order rate constant for repressor binding (the P → R transition in Figure 7b ), which can be approximated by
where c I is related to the equilibrium constant K I . The population-or timeaveraged rate of expression ( denotes average) is given by ν = k R T , and the average relative rate of expression, denotedν for simplicity, can be obtained from the conservation of promoter copy number m = T + P + R as
where c 1 = (k R + k 1b )/k 1 f , c 2 = k 2 f /k 2b , and ν max is the maximal rate of expression, ν max = mk R c 1 /(1 + c 1 ). In many cases, the value ofν can be obtained simply by dividing the population-averaged fluorescence with that obtained under conditions of maximal expression. Most of the parameters in Equation 6
can be estimated by a fit to measurements of population-averaged expression, for instance, using the Hill-plot technique, i.e., by plotting lnν/(1 −ν) as a function of ATc or n tet (or CFP expression in a cascading circuit). While Equation 6 can be fitted to experimentally measured average population response, it cannot capture the response of individual cells. One approach to capture this cell individuality is to model the stochasticity of transcription and translation as described in Section 4.2 and to fit the resulting population distributions to distributions obtained experimentally. Figure 8 shows the results of numerical simulations of the inducible Tet switch in a population of 10 4 cells. The outcome of each simulation is a population distribution similar to those shown in Figure 7c . The plot in Figure 8a shows the relationship between the inputs (ATc and n tet ) and the normalized output,ν, for simulations (circles and squares) and the deterministic model (full curves). The two methods predict the same average population response. Figures 8b and 8c illustrate how gene expression noise (the Fano factor) depends on transcriptional (modulation of ATc levels) and translational (modulation of κ P values) efficiencies. The straight line in Figure 8b is obtained when the probability of producing a transcript is constant. The dotted and broken curves are obtained for slow dissociation of repressor and RNA polymerase, respectively, and illustrate how the level of gene expression noise may depend on the relative timescale of transcription factor kinetics [see also (101, 103, 111) ]. Finally, the lines in Figure 8c illustrate how translation can amplify noise introduced by slow operator fluctuations at the level of transcription. At a high level of transcriptional noise (50% induction), the effects of increased translational efficiency are much more pronounced compared to a low level of transcriptional noise (99% induction) and the case where mRNA is Poisson-distributed (constant probability of producing a transcript). The simulation results in Figures 8b and 8c can be compared directly to experimental observations, and the model parameter can thus be fitted to capture the in vivo behavior of individual cells. Simulation schemes that model each individual reaction event can become quite computationally demanding as the copy number of input and output molecules increases. An alternative and computationally efficient way to simulate a semiquantitative stochastic model is to assume that the time-evolution of an input or output X , produced at rate f (x) and degraded at rate g(x), follows the stochastic differential equation (SDE) given by
where ξ t is a stochastic process characterized by ξ t = 0 and ξ t ξ t = δ(t − t ) (Gaussian white noise). An SDE-based model can be simulated using readily programmed algorithms (79, 118, 124) that run orders of magnitude faster than schemes where each reaction event is modeled explicitly. The SDE approach treats the input/output signals as being continuous rather than discrete and cannot be employed in all situations [for a recent discussion, see (101) ]. However, given appropriate conditions, it can be an extremely efficient and precise tool for the modeling of gene networks. This was recently demonstrated (79) using an SDE model to describe the λ repressor autoregulation experiments discussed in Section 4.1. In the study (79) , it was assumed that the time-evolution of λ repressor monomers obeys Equation 7, where the deterministic description of λ repressor self-regulation (see Section 4.1) is augmented with a stochastic term.
In addition, the model included an SDE equation describing GFP fluorescence and an equation describing cell growth. As it was illustrated in Figure 6d , the SDE model was able to reproduce the experimentally observed population distributions remarkably well. In agreement with experiments, bimodality of the population distribution was observed at intermediate temperatures, or rate of λ repressor inactivation, which is consistent with an underlying deterministic bistability when the noise amplitude is high enough to allow individual cells to make noise-induced transitions (117) between the low and the high expression states. In addition, the model was able to reproduce the parametric dependence of population variances quite well [see (79) for details].
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this review, we have described an engineering approach to the construction of artificial gene regulatory networks and outlined a number of complementary approaches by which such networks can be modeled. Simple engineered gene network modules that allow controlled expression of one or two genes are commercially available and widely used in fundamental scientific, medical, and industrial research. The implementation of more complex networks, such as toggle switches, oscillators, cascading networks, and logic gates, has demonstrated sophisticated control of gene expression. It can be expected that these more complex gene network systems will be useful for multifaceted control of gene expression and of cellular behavior. Rather than being simple inverters and transistors, each of these networks possesses a specific computational logic, which, in the future, can be combined with other logic modules (constructed with different sets of input/output signals) to increase the computational power and functionality of an engineered gene regulatory network. Such networks may allow for predictable and robust control in complex and fluctuating cellular environments and thereby have a significant impact on future biotechnologies. Engineered gene networks could, for example, be used to probe natural gene regulatory networks with multiple independent perturbations or act as sensors, monitoring multiple environmental factors and keeping track of past cellular and/or environmental events. Artificial gene networks that are constructed to mimic natural gene networks could provide a deeper understanding of how the latter are regulated and could possibly be used to replace or supplement natural cell function. In this context, it is worth mentioning the re-engineering of viral regulatory pathways, which has already shown promising results in cancer research [e.g., see (125) (126) (127) (128) (129) ].
While simple gene networks can be constructed without the aid of mathematics, qualitative and quantitative models will become increasingly important as the number of network components and modules increases. We envision that appropriately detailed models can be used, for example, to identify the origins of network malfunction (i.e., for "debugging") or to suggest the optimal rational design strategy among redundant network architectures. Nonetheless, there are fundamental problems associated with the current modeling of gene regulation within the crowded and heterogeneous microenvironments of living cells. While attempts have been made to address some of these problems, new theoretical concepts and models are required to achieve a fundamental quantitative understanding of regulatory processes and organization within living cells [for a recent discussion see (71) ]. It is our opinion, however, that the currently available modeling approaches, in careful combination with experiments, can be very powerful tools to construct, analyze, and interpret the function of individual genetic logic modules, as well as more complex gene circuits composed of these modules.
